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[57] ABSTRACT 
In order to improve the F-value, a solid acoustic lens 
is constructed by arranging a plurality of lens blocks 
adjacent one another in the form of a plane. In the 
lens block at the center, an incidence surface is a 
plane surface vertical to the lens axis, while an emer 
gence surface is a concave surface. In each block lens 
at the outer periphery thereof, an incidence surface is 
so provided that an incident sound wave may become 
parallel to the direction connecting the end of an 
emergence surface on the lens axis side and the lens 
focus. while the emergence surface is formed of a 
curved surface by which the incident sound wave is 
converged to the lens focus. 

16 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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ACOUSTIC LENS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field'of the Invention 
The present invention relates to an acoustic lens. and 

more particularly to a device which refracts sound 
waves and which has a converging action with respect 
to the sound waves. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
In order to obtain the image of an object in. for exam 

ple. muddy water, an optical device is substantially use 
less. An ultrasonic image pickup device is known in 
which. for that reason, the object image is produced by 
utilizing sound waves. The device is constructed such 
that the object is scanned with ultrasonic waves having 
a ?xed sound wave beam width and that the object 
image is obtained from re?ected sound waves from the 
particular object. In order to enhance the resolution of 
the image with such a device, the width of the scanning 
sound wave beam must be small. With a sound wave ra 

diator itself. however, it is impossible to create a sound 
wave beam having a small beam width and having a 
?xed intensity. 
Accordingly, such a prior-art device employs a 

method in which the sound wave beam is converged by 
an acoustic lens incorporated into a sound wave beam 
passage. 

Since. however, the acoustic lens generally has a 
large aperture as compared with an optical lens and has 
a curved lens surface formed ofa single curved surface, 
the thickness of the lens at the peripheral part thereof 
is large. Moreover. since the angle of incidence at the 
refracting curved surface is large, the effective diame 
ter of the lens is markedly limited. At smaller focal 
lengths this tendency is more marked. 
The F-value representative of the quality of a lens, 

that is, (focal length)/(effective lens diameter), 
is, accordingly, limited to approximately 2.5 at a mini 
mum. For example, for converging a sound wave beam 
of a width of 50 cm by means of an acoustic lens of a 
width (diameter) of 50 cm, the effective beam width 
which contributes to the convergence (which may be 
considered the effective diameter of the lens) becomes 
20 cm, and the sound wave beam is not efficiently uti 
lized. Consequently, where the prior-art acoustic lens 
has a focal length approximately equal to the lens diam 
eter, its effective diameter becomes small, and it can 
not enhance the F-value or make the F-value small. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is, accordingly, an object of the present invention 
to provide an efficient acoustic lens. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

an acoustic lens having a small F-value. 
Still another object of the present invention is to pro 

vide, in a comparatively simple structure, an acoustic 
lens which has an effective lens diameter approxi 
mately equal to its focal length. 

In order to accomplish these objects, according to 
the present invention, an acoustic lens is constituted of 
a plurality of lens blocks of differing refracting curved 
surfaces and arranged adjacent one another, and block 
lenses consituting the outer peripheral blocks (other 
than a central block) of the acoustic lens are made thin 
and are so constructed that the angles of incidence of 
sound waves on the lenses of the outer peripheral 
blocks may become small. 
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2 
The above-mentioned and other objects and features 

of the present invention will become more apparent 
from the following description taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a‘side sectional view of a Plano-concave 
solid lens which is a prior-art acoustic lens; 
FIGS. 2 and 3 are perspective views each showing the 

external appearance of an acoustic lens according to 
the present invention; 
FIG. 4 is a side sectional view taken along a line 

IV—IV in FIG. 2 and for explaining the principle of the 
present invention; 
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram showing a part of FIG. 

4 on enlarged scale for explaining the design of the em 
bodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a diagram showing the aspect of the mea 
surement of the converging characteristic of the acous 
tic lens according to the present invention; and 
FIGS. 7 and 8 are graphs showing measured results 

of the converging characteristic of the acoustic lens ac 
cording to the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Shown in FIG. I is an example of prior-art acoustic 
lens 1, which is so formed that a surface 1 on the inci 
dence side of sound waves is plane, while a surface 3 
on the emergence side is arcuat‘e. 

Letting L denote the radius of curvature of the emer 
gence side surface which is a refracting surface, I: de 
note the refractive index of the material of the lens, and 
fdenote the focal length of the lens, the following equa 
tion ( l ) holds: 

L = (1 e Il).f 

(ll 

If the material of the lens I is an acrylic resin, the re 
fractive index of the resin relative to water is n = 0.54. 
Assuming that the focal length of the acoustic lens is f 
= 70 cm, the radius of curvature L becomes 32 cm 

from Eq. ( l ). From these values, the F-value becomes 
1 . I. As is apparent from FIG. 1, however, the thickness 
of the peripheral part of the lens 1 in the direction of 
the sound wave beam is remarkably large. Further 
more, the angle of incidence i is large and the angle of 
emergence r is small at the refracting curved surface at 
the peripheral part. The transmission factor of the 
sound wave R at the peripheral part of the lens is, ac 
cordingly, lowered conspicuously, so that the effective 
diameter of the lens becomes small. 

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of an embodiment of the 
acoustic lens according to the present invention. The 
embodiment is a composite lens of the cylindrical type. 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view, partially in section, show 
ing another embodiment of the acoustic lens according 
to the present invention. The embodiment is a compos 
ite lens of the circular type. 
As is illustrated in the embodiments, the acoustic lens 

according to the present invention is formed at the 
outer periphery of a central lens block I — 1 with a 

plurality of lens blocks 1 — 2 and l - 3 which are adja 

cent to the central block and which are plane. In FIGS. 
2 and 3, an arrow as a symbol R indicates a sound wave. 
In accordance with the present invention, the thick 
nesses of the peripheral lens blocks in the propagating 
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direction of the sound wave are remarkably reduced. 
and the transmission factor of a sound wave in the lens 

is enhanced. 
FIG. 4 illustrates a section taken along a line lV-IV 

in FIG. 2, which section is the same as a section. passing 
through the center of the circle in FIG. 3. Referring to 
FIG. 4, description will now be made of the function of 
the acoustic lens of the present invention. 
‘In the ?gure, l - 1, l - 2 and l - 3 designate acoustic 

lens blocks. 2 - l, 2 - 2 and 2 - 3 indicate sound-wave 

incidence surfaces of the acoustic lens blocks, while 3 
- l, 3 ~ 2 and 3 - 3 denote sound-wave emergence sur 

faces or refracting curved surfaces thereof. Reference 
numeral 4 represents the axis of the composite acoustic 
lens, and 4 - l and 4 - 2 the axes of the acoustic lens 

blocks 1 - 2 and 1 - 3 respectively. Rh R2 and R;i desig 
nate incident sound-wave beams respectively corre 
sponding to the acoustic lens blocks 1 - l, l - 2 and l 
- 3, while R,', R2’ and R3’ denote emergent sound 
waves respectively corresponding to the aforesaid 
acoustic lens blocks. Shown at 0 is the focus of the lens. 
As is illustrated in FIG. 4, according to the embodi 
ment, the lenses of the peripheral lens blocks 1 - 2 and 
l - 3 are made thin, and are so constructed that the 
planes 2 - 2 and 2 - 3 thereof on the incident side are 

respectively inclined to the incident waves R2 and R3. 
Among the sound wave beams incident in parallel 

with the axis 4 of the lens. the sound wave beam R, in 
cident on the central lens block 1 - 1 is not refracted 
at the incidence surface 2 - l of the lens as it enters or 
thogonally thereto, and it is refracted at the emergence 
surface 3 - l, to converge at the focus 0. The sound 
wave beam R2 incident on the lens block 1 - 2 is re 
fracted at the incidence surface 2 - 2, it is further re 

fracted at the emergence surface 3 - 2, and it converges 
at the focus 0. Similarly, the sound wave beam R3 inci 
dent on the lens block 1 - 3 is refracted at the surfaces 
2 - 3 and 3 - 3, to converge at the focus 0. 

In order that all the sound wave beams Rh R2 and R3 
having passed through the respective lens blocks 1 -, l 
- 2 and l - 3 may converge at the focus 0 in this manner, 

the incidence surfaces 2 - 2 and 2 - 3 of the respective 
lens blocks 1 - 2 and l - 3 are provided at angles so that 

‘the sound wave beams refracted at these surfaces may 
become, within the corresponding lens blocks‘, parallel 
to the axis 4 - l connecting the joint point of the emer 
gence surfaces 3 - l and 3 - 2 and the focus 0 and to 
the axis 4 - 2 connecting the joint point of the emer 
gence surfaces 3 - 3 and 3 - 2 and the focus 0, and also. 
the emergence surfaces 3 - 2 and 3 - ‘3 of the respective 
lens blocks l - 2 and l - 3 are so set as to have their foci 

at the point 0. 
The design of each lens block will now be described 

more in detail. 
FIG. 5 shows the lens blocks in FIG. 4 on an enlarged 

scale. 
In the embodiment illustrated herein, the emergence 

surface or refracting surface is elliptical. It is known 
that, letting a be the major axis, 1) be the minor axis and 
a be the eccentricity of an ellipse and lettingf be the 
focus of an elliptic plane, the relations of the following 
equations hold: 

it) 
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-Continued 

where n, denotes the refractive index of the material of 
a lens, and 11,, that of a medium (which may be consid 

ered water). 
In the case of the ellipse, the aberration is small. If 

some aberration is‘ allowed, the curved surface may be 
circular. In this case, the focal length f and the radius 
of curvature R of the circle have the following relation: 

11,, 
f= 

Hereunder, however, description will be made of the 
case where the refracting curved surface is elliptical. 
Now, ‘letting f" be the focal length of the lens block 

I - 1, do be the minimum thickness of the lens and In, 
be the width of the lens, the depth go at the central part 
of the lens is expressed by: 

r,,=-/;,—u,, (I - J [6) 

where a0 and b0 denote thelengths of the major axis and 
the minor axis of the refracting surface of the lens 
block 1 - 1. respectively. 
The maximum thickness T‘I of the lens block 1 - l is 

given by: 
To : do + £0 . l7) 

As regards the lens block 1 - 2, the focal length fLis 
given by: 
f1 __._ ‘it + 0 '_ go) (3] 

The depth g, of the lens is given by: 

I It. +120)‘ 
' I I 

where 1:, denotes the lens width, and a, and b, the 
lengths of the major axis and the minor axis of the lens 
block 1 - 2 respectively. 

Letting 0, be the angle of inclination of the incidence 
surface 2 - 2 and (I, be the minimum thickness of the 
lens, the maximum thickness T, of the lens block 1 - 2 

is given by: i 

T, = hbtan 01+ (11+ g, 

r 10) 

The angle of incidence 0, of the incident sound wave 
R2 is given from Snell‘s formula by: 

nwsin 6|=m.sin(61+ 6|’ ) 
Ill] 

Accordingly, 
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. a II“ (121 
sm = —'. , 

" .r. 

L, -- ,k'" 
cos 9,: = 

As regards the lens block 1 - 3, the quantities are sim 
ilarly determined. 
On the basis of the various equations, there will now 

be explained an example of the cylindrical type lens of 
the present invention as shown in FIG. 2. 

[n this lens, the focal length isj}, = 70 cm, the diame 
ter is In, + 11, + 112 = 45.2 cm, the the‘height (the length 
of the cylinder) is 25 cm. 
The material of the lens is polymethyl methacrylate 

the refractive index n, of which is n1 = 0.54 at a temper 
ature of 20°C. The refractive index of water is :10 = 1. 
The physical con?gurations of the respective lens 

blocks are as in the following table: 

Table 1 

Lens Block Lens Block Lens Block 
I '~ 1 l — 2 l — 3 

Focal length 70.01) 68.42 (18.04 
If) 
Major axis of 
ellipse (a) 45.45 44.43 44.18 
Minor axis of 
c1lipsc(b) 38.26 37.49 37.19 
Minimum lens 
thickness (d) L00 L01) (1.93 
Maximum lens 
thickness (T) 3.92 3.38 3.77 
Diameter of 
lens (hl 13.50 5.22 3.93 
Inclination of 
incidence (I 12°45'23" 17°10'22" 
surface (H) 

The units ul‘ the quantities except I! an: em. 

The F<value of the acoustic lens according to the 
above embodiment becomes 1.5. As is apparent from 
the embodiment, the thicknesses of the lenses at the pe 
ripheral parts become less than 4 cm. As compared 
with the acoustic lens in FIG. 1 having the same diame 
ter (approximately 10 cm thick at the peripheral part), 
the embodiment can be made remarkably thin at the 
peripheral parts and can have the sound-wave beam 
loss reduced. That is, the transmission factor of the 
sound wave beam is enhanced. 
Regarding the phases of the sound wave beams from 

the respective lens blocks at the focal position, since 
the sound wave beams have long wavelengths, the pha 
ses can be made coincident with respect to the wave 
length of a speci?c sound wave in use by adjusting the 
thicknesses of the lens blocks. 
The acoustic lens of- the foregoing embodiment is de 

signed for sound waves at 1.46 MHZ (having a wave 

length of 1.02 mm in the water). With the embodiment, 
the phases of the respective sound wave beams at the 
focal position are substantially coincident. 
FIG. 6 shows the aspect of actual measurement for 

measuring the converging characteristic of the acoustic 
lens according to the present invention. 

In the ?gure. reference numeral 5 designates a trans 
ducer for generating a sound wave beam. It is con 
structed by disposing a number of piezo-electric ele 
ments in an array, has a size of 50 X 1 cm2, and radiates 
plane waves. The frequency of the sound waves of the 
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6 
transducer is 1.46 MHz(the wavelength in the water is 
1.02 mm), while the width D of the sound wave beam 
is 43.2 cm. The transducer is inclined since the radiat 
ing direction slants in dependence on the frequency. 
Reference numeral 1 indicates the acoustic lens ac 
cording to the present invention, which has substan 
tially the same construction as in Table l and which is 
arranged at a place approximately 50 cm distant from 
the transducer 5. Arrows around the focal position 0 in 
the ?gure indicate the directions of scanning by the 
sound wave beam. 
FIGS. 7 and 8 represent a sound pressure distribution 

in the lateral direction and a sound pressure distribu 
tion along the lens axis in the vicinity of the focus as ac 
tually measured by the method illustrated in FIG. 6, re 
spectively. In the ?gures, the abscissas represent dis 
tance, while the ordinates represent the relative sound 
amplitude. 
From the inventor‘s experiments, as explained above, 

it is apparent that the acoustic lens according to the 
present invention exhibits reliable converging charac 
teristics. 
While the present invention has thus far been de 

scribed in detail in connection with the preferred em 
bodiments, it is to be understood that the present in 
vention is not restricted thereto. The material, con?gu 
ration, etc. can be variously altered within the spirit of 
the present invention. 
What I claim is: 
1. An acoustic lens which has an axis and focal length 

comprising: 
1. a central lens block, the lens axis and the focal 
length of which are coincident with those of said 
acoustic lens; and 

2. a plurality of peripheral lens blocks which are dis 
posed at the outer periphery of the central lens 
block in the form of planes adjacent said central 
lens, and in which incidence surfaces of the lens 
blocks are formed of plane faces inclined relative 
to the axis of said acoustic lens so that sound waves 
incident on said lens blocks will emerge from re 
spective emergence surfaces of said blocks in a di 
rection along lines connecting their respective 
points of emergence on the'focal point side, and 
the focus of said acoustic lens, while said emer 
gence surfaces of said lens blocks are formed of 
curved surfaces by which incident sound waves 
converge at the focus of said acoustic lens. 

2. An acoustic lens according to claim 1, wherein the 
curved emergence surfaces of said block lenses are el 
liptical. 

3. An acoustic lens according to claim 1, wherein the 
thicknesses of said lens blocks along said lens axis are 
so set that differences among path lengths of said sound 
waves passing through said respective lens blocks may 
become substantially zero or an integral multiple of a 
prescribed acoustic wavelength. 

4. An acoustic lens according to claim 1, wherein 
said block lenses are cylindrical, and said lens blocks 
are constructed adjacent one another so that the axes 

of the respective cylinders lie in a plane orthogonal to 
said axis of said acoustic lens and are parallel to one an 
other. 

5. An acoustic lens comprising: 
a first lens element having a planar surface on one 

side thereof and a concave surface on the opposite 
side thereof and a focal point at a prescribed dis 
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tance from said concave surface along an axis, 
passing through said element, which is pcrpendicu 
lar to said planar surface; 

a second lens element which annularly surrounds and 
is adjacent the outer periphery of said ?rst lens ele 
ment, having a surface on one side thereof inclined 
relative to said planar surface of said ?rst lens ele 
ment, and a concave surface on the opposite side 
thereof facing said focal point; and 

wherein the angle of inclination of the inclined sur 
face of said second lens element relative to said 
planar surface of said ?rst lens element and the 
curvature of the concave surface of said second 
lens are such that acoustic waves impingent upon 
said inclined surface of said second lens element 
converge at said focal point. 

6. An acoustic lens according to claim 5, further in 
cluding a third lens element which annularly surrounds 
and is adjacent the outer periphery of said second lens 
element, having a surface on one side thereof inclined 
relative to said planar surface of said ?rst lens element, 
and a concave surface on the opposite side thereof fac— 
ing said focal point; and 
wherein the angle of inclination of the inclined sur 

face of said third lens element relative to said pla 
nar surface of said ?rst lens element and the curva 
ture of the concave surface of said third lens ele 
ment are such that acoustic waves impingent upon 
said inclined surface of said third lens element con 
verge at said focal point. 

7. An acoustic lens according to claim 5, wherein the 
concave surfaces of said ?rst and second lens elements 
intersect each other. 

8. An acoustic lens according to claim 6, wherein the 
concave surfaces of said ?rst and second lens elements 
and the concave surfaces of said second and third lens 
elements. respectively, intersect each other. 

9. An acoustic lens according to claim 7, wherein the 
inclined surface of said second lens element intersects 
a side surface of said ?rst lens element at a prescribed 
distance from the point of intersection of the concave 
surfaces of said ?rst and second lens elements and a 
speci?ed distance from the planar surface of said ?rst 
lens element. 

10. An acoustic lens according to claim 8, wherein 
the inclined surface of said second lens element inter 
sects a side surface of said ?rst lens element at a pre 
scribed distance from the point of intersection of the 
concave surfaces of said ?rst and second lens elements 
and a speci?ed distance from the planar surface of said 
?rst lens element. 

ll. An acoustic lens according to claim 10, wherein 
the inclined surface of said third lens element intersects 
a side surface of said second lens element at a pre 
scribed distance from the point of intersection of the 
concave surfaces of said second and third lens elements 
and a speci?ed distance from the inclined surface of 
said second lens element. 

12. An acoustic lens according to claim 5, wherein 
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8 
the concave surfaces of said ?rst and second lens elc— 
ments are elliptically shaped. 

13. An acoustic lens according to claim 6, wherein 
the concave surfaces of said ?rst. second and third lens 
elements are elliptically shaped. 

14. An acoustic lens which has an axis and a focal 
length comprising: 

1. a central lens block, the lens axis and the focal 
length of which are coincident with those of the 
acoustic lens; 
a plurality of annular concentric peripheral lens 
blocks which are disposed at the outer periphery of 
the central lens block having incidence surfaces, 
the cross-sections of which through a plane in 
which the lens axis lies form lines inclined relative 
to the lens axis, so that sound waves incident of said 
lens blocks will emerge from respective emergence 
surfaces of said blocks in a direction along lines 
connecting their points of emergence on the focal 
point side, and the focus of said acoustic lens, while 
said emergence surfaces of said lens blocks are 
formed of curved surfaces by which the incident 
sound waves converge at said focus of said acoustic 
lens. 

15. An acoustic lens comprising: 
a ?rst lens element having a planar surface on one 

side thereof and a concave surface on the opposite 
side thereof and a focal point at a prescribed dis 
tance from said concave surface along an axis, 
passing through said element, which is perpendicu 
lar to said planar surface; 

a second lens element which is disposed adjacent the 
outer periphery of said ?rst lens element, having a 
surface on one side thereof inclined relative to said 
planar surface of said ?rst lens element, and a con 
cave surface on the opposite side thereof facing 
said focal point; and 

wherein the angle of inclination of the inclined sur 
face of said second lens element relative to said 
planar surface of said ?rst lens element and the 
curvature of the concave surface of said second 
lens element are such that acoustic waves impin 
gent upon said inclined surface of said second lens 
element converge at said focal point. 

16. An acoustic lens according to claim 15, further 
including a third lens element which is disposed adja 
cent the outer periphery of said second lens element, 
having a surface on one side thereof inclined relative to 
said planar surface of said ?rst lens element, and a con‘ 
cave surface on the opposite side thereof facing said 
focal point; and 

wherein the angle of inclination of the inclined sur 
face of said third lens element relative to said pla 
nar surface of said ?rst lens element and the curvav 
ture of the concave surface of said third lens ele 
ment are such that acoustic waves impingent upon 
the inclined surface of said third lens element con 
verge at said focal point. 


